
See how you can quickly and easily design and deploy micro-segmentation 

across the network with an intuitive and easy-to-use UI with natural language 

search. Optimize network performance and availability with visibility and 

analytics across virtual and physical networks. And get troubleshooting and 

operational views to quickly and confidently manage and scale VMware NSX 

deployments.
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Solve your virtual and physical network
puzzle with vRealize Network Insight and NSX.

360° visibility 
and analytics

Compliance

Security with 
Micro-segmentation

Network health 
and performance

Best practices

End to end 
troubleshooting

There’s only one solution that delivers the right answer to the puzzle:

vRealize Network Insight and NSX 

STEP THREE
SEE THE COMPLETE PICTURE  

Fit all the pieces together for fast time to value,

ease of use, and lower TCO  

Micro-segmentation Planning,
Deployment And Compliance

Comprehensive Netflow assessment & analysis 
to model security groups and firewall rules

Continuously monitor and audit
compliance postures of NSX distributed firewalls

Provide history of firewall rule changes 
and pinpoint noisy neighbor issues

Ensure Health and Availability
of NSX Deployments

Leverage NSX Best Practices to proactively 
reduce potential issues due to misconfiguration

Easily manage and troubleshoot NSX 
deployments using every day networking
and data center verbiage

Accelerate root cause analysis with captured
and analyzed log data for NSX components, 
networking services & physical network 
components

Optimize Network Performance Across
Virtual and Physical Networks

With 360° Visibility

Converged visibility and analytics
spanning physical and virtual networks

Deep contextual insights to optimize network 
performance across overlay and underlay networks 

Integration with leading physical network vendors
with virtual-to-physical network topology

mapping including VM-to-VM and VXLAN views

STEP TWO
ENSURE A PERFECT FIT 

Here are the pieces you need for intelligent 

operations for virtualized networking and security 

Security with 
Micro-segmentation

360° visibility 
and analytics Network health 

and performance

Best practices

Compliance

End to end 
troubleshooting

STEP ONE
LAY OUT THE RIGHT PIECES

? ?
?

Looking to solve the puzzling visibility gap 

across the virtual and physical network? Trying 

to find the elusive answer to ensuring health and 

availability while also enhancing security and 

compliance? Need to deliver faster time to value? 

Follow these 3 steps to solve your 

virtual+physical network puzzle.

HOW TO SOLVE THE
VIRTUAL+PHYSICAL 
NETWORK PUZZLE


